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The aquatic herbicide Sonar* (containing the active ingredient fluridone) has been
registered for use as an aquatic herbicide since 1986; however, due to additional data
requirements by CALEPA, Sonar was not registered for use in California until 1996.  Due to the
fact that Sonar is relatively new in California, the objective of this article is to describe some of
the factors that make Sonar relatively unique among aquatic herbicides,  present experimental
data that has been used to improve use strategies with Sonar, and to discuss recent developments
with Sonar use in California for control of hydrilla (Hydrilla verticillata), Eurasian watermilfoil
(Myriophyllum spicatum) and egeria (Egeria densa).

Sonar specifically inhibits the phytoene desaturase enzyme in the pathway responsible for
producing carotenoids (Bartels and Watson 1978).  This inhibition of carotenoid synthesis results
in photooxidation of the chlorophyll molecule due to the lack of the protective carotenoids.  Loss
of chlorophyll in actively growing tissues results in a bleached appearance of apical meristems.
The inhibition of new growth results in the slow death of the plant.  Depending on the growth
stage of the target species during treatment, control can take from 30 to 90 days.   While the
extended time required to achieve control can often be frustrating to plant managers, the slow
death of the plants prevents water quality problems that are often associated with rapid
decomposition of plant biomass following herbicide treatments.

The fact that Sonar specifically targets a plant enzyme system results in very low toxicity
to mammals and aquatic vertebrates and invertebrates.  The low use rates of Sonar (maximum of
150 µg/L) in combination with low non-target toxicity greatly minimize any restrictions on water
use.  Sonar can be present in potable water at the maximum label rate without restrictions on
drinking, swimming, fishing, or livestock watering.  It should be noted that irrigation with Sonar
treated water can lead to phytotoxicity on certain sensitive species, and the label should be
consulted to determine time frames to be followed prior to irrigating.

Early inconsistencies with use of Sonar for control of nuisance aquatic plants were not
readily explained.  A series of laboratory evaluations initiated in the early 1990’s began to help
explain the activity of Sonar.  These evaluations clearly demonstrated that Sonar required long
exposure periods (60 to 90 days) to control hydrilla; however, it was noted that similar levels of
control were achieved across a broad range of initial concentrations (Netherland et al. 1993).
While the onset of symptoms occurred more quickly at the higher treatment rates, the slow
activity of Sonar resulted in treatment rates of 10 and 50 µg/L providing very similar control by
the end of the studies.  Treatments at high initial rates followed by short exposure periods
generally provided very poor control compared to much lower treatment rates followed by longer
exposures (Netherland and Getsinger 1995).  These laboratory data were eventually reconciled
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with field data, and it was clear that large-scale control of hydrilla with Sonar was due to
exposure to low doses over long periods of time (Fox et al. 1996).  The ability to target low
doses presented the opportunity to control large areas of hydrilla in a cost-efficient manner.
Moreover, the slow death of hydrilla prevented dramatic changes in water quality and subsequent
concerns of fish kills.  As the knowledge on Sonar rates and exposures increased, work was
initiated to treat flowing systems by adding small amounts of Sonar over time to maintain a
lethal concentration (Fox et al. 1994)  The combination of work and research by Industry,
Government, and University personnel was crucial in development of Sonar.

Despite not receiving registration until 1996, a solid research program with Sonar has
existed in California since the early 1980’s (Anderson 1981).  Upon receiving registration, Sonar
was incorporated into the Hydrilla Eradication Program.  The discovery of hydrilla in Clear Lake
(43,000 acres) was particularly disturbing due to the potential for rapid spread within the lake as
well as this lake potentially providing a source for spread to other aquatic systems.  Sonar SRP
(granular formulation) has been incorporated in treatment of hydrilla in Clear Lake.  Treatment
strategies have included low dose sequential applications in areas where infestations are found.
Research and developmental work continue on improving strategies for treating hydrilla in
flowing water or treating small areas in large reservoirs.  Nonetheless, these areas continue to
present significant challenges when using Sonar.

As Sonar use to treat large areas or entire water bodies increased in the mid 1990’s,
questions on the impacts on native plant communities began to arise.  This was especially true in
northern tier states where glacial lakes support abundant and diverse submersed aquatic plant
populations.  Sonar applications to entire waterbodies in Minnesota and Michigan for the control
of the invasive exotic Eurasian watermilfoil (EWM) produced mixed results, with some
treatments providing good selectivity within the treatment season, and others controlling the
majority of species in the lakes (Smith and Pullman 1997).  In order to determine the potential
for Sonar selectivity, a series of mesocosm studies were conducted at various rates in a mixed
community of plants.  Results demonstrated that a rate-based selectivity existed, with a 5 µg/L
treatment controlling EWM with minimal impact on native species, while simply increasing rates
to 10 µg/L resulted in near complete control of all test species (Netherland et al. 1997).  While
these studies confirmed a rate-based selectivity with Sonar, they also showed that a fairly narrow
window existed between selective and non-selective control within the year of treatment.  These
results likely explain the variability in results noted in initial field trials, as it is likely that Sonar
residues spanned a fairly broad range.

A thorough study directed by the US Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station was
initiated in Michigan to document the selective potential of Sonar following  whole-lake
treatments.  The key factor in these treatments was achieving an initial treatment rate of 5-6 µg/L
on a whole-lake basis.  The FasTEST immunoassay was extensively employed in these studies to
confirm that initial treatment concentrations were achieved, as well as providing information on
the amount of Sonar needed in sequential applications to maintain the 5 µg/L target
concentration.  Results demonstrated that treatments could be refined to achieve a theoretical
target dose on a whole lake basis. These results also pointed out the importance of collecting
accurate lake volume information to determine precise treatment rates.  In addition, incorporation
of the FasTEST provided a valuable analytical tool that was used to conduct extensive sampling.
EWM was successfully controlled with little to no impact on native diversity or frequency.
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These treatments demonstrated that the concept of targeting an exotic species while not
damaging native plant species within the year of treatment was valid.  This particular use of
Sonar allows aquatic manager to get away from the concept that all herbicides do is “kill weeds”
and it allows them to use a herbicide to restore balance to the lake ecosystem.

While EWM is present in California, and can cause significant problems in water bodies
where it is present, it is not considered as serious a threat to California waterways as either
hydrilla or egeria.  Nonetheless, some systems such as Big Bear Lake,  a 3000 acre lake located
in the San Bernadino National Forest, support extensive EWM colonies.  Spot treatments on a 30
acre cove on Big Bear Lake provided little control following a Sonar SRP treatment in August of
1996; however, a subsequent treatment in July of 1998 provided good EWM control through
1999.  Treatment strategies to control small areas in large water bodies are continuing to be
refined in California.

An increasing new threat in California is the spread of the exotic monocot egeria in the
Sacramento Delta.  While egeria has been present in the US for many years, it has just recently
become a serious problem in many waterways.  For this reason, experience with Sonar on egeria
is limited compared to experience with hydrilla and Eurasian watermilfoil.  In addition, the flow
and tidal influence of the Sacramento Delta can reduce contact times and will likely require
innovative treatment strategies for the myriad of treatment sites and scenarios in the Delta.

Initial laboratory studies suggest that egeria is quite sensitive to Sonar, with
concentrations of 8 and 12 ppb likely to be lethal.  Maintaining a concentration of 4 ppb proved
to be growth regulating (i.e. biomass slowly increased over time).  Current research includes
mesocosm evaluations to determine optimal treatment rates and timing of treatments under
various flow regimes.  Expansion of the concept of pulsing treatments tested by Lars Anderson
(USDA-ARS).  Pulse treatments allow Sonar residues to fall to zero for a given interval before
retreating at a threshold concentration.  This concept would allow extension of the overall
exposure period and would potentially provide improved application technology in high-flow
environments.

In the field, current treatments in the Merced Irrigation District are employing a pulse
concept for control of egeria and several other species that interfere with conveyance of the
water.  In addition, Blodgett Lake, CA was treated in November to evaluate the concept of Fall
treatments for egeria control.  If fall treatments prove to be successful, irrigation concerns
following treatments in the Sacramento Delta could be reduced.  Moreover, due to the phenology
of egeria, fall treatments may prove to provide improved control.  Lastly, Sonar A.S. was
evaluated in the Sacramento Delta this year under the guidance of Lars Anderson (USDA-ARS).
A sequential treatment strategy was followed to allow residues to dissipate prior to the addition
of an additional low rate of Sonar.  Currently, only the SRP formulation (granular) is approved
for use in the Sacramento Delta (riverine system); however, submission for approval of the liquid
A.S for use in the Sacramento Delta would allow increased flexibility in treatments.

In summary, several aquatic exotic weeds are currently causing problems in California,
and it is likely that these problems will continue to worsen.  While Sonar has proven to provide
excellent control of several of these species, treatment strategies, optimal rates, and timing of
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treatments need to be further developed in some of the challenging systems that exist in
California.
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